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IN THE PRESS

Killer Content and Dynamic
Delivery: Amy Walker is a highly
sought-after keynote speaker,
business coach, radio show host,
and author. Amy is a master
presenter and has influenced
thousands with her high-energy,
content-rich style.
Amy balances deep diving into
actionable information and
content while keeping it fun,
interactive, and memorable. 

706-362-7491 stephen@amywalkerconsulting.com www.amywalkerconsulting.com

CONTACT US

Partial Client List
TIO INTERNATIONAL
TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATION OF GEORGIA
LIFETIME PRODUCTS
PARKER HANNIFIN
UTAH BAR ASSOCIATION
PLAYTIME IS OVER WOMEN IN BUSINESS
CONFERENCE
72 HOURS OF POWER ENTREPRENEUR
CONFERENCE
KELLER WILLIAMS REALTY
UTAH PUBLIC EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION
UTAH DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Amy Walker is smart, fun and innovative. She
brings a unique blend of training and
entertainment to her events. I’ve hired her as a
keynote speaker for several events and every
time without fail, I leave with knowledge that
helps my relationships become stronger, my
career become more successful, and most
importantly, how I value my self increases.

Kenna Vallejos Director American Leadership Academy
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“I recently had Amy Walker as a speaker for my
event in Tampa and I must say, Not only did she
wow the crowd and deliver great value. She far
exceeded my expectations in her ability to
deliver huge value to me and my staff. If you are
considering having Amy Walker speak at one
of your events, stop considering and book her
right now. She is truly a leader who walks her
talk."
Myron Golden, International Speaker and Wealth Expert
Kenna Vallejos Director American Leadership Academy
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“It was an honor having Amy Walker as a featured speaker
at the Play Time Is Over Women In Business Conference.
Her presentation on family/work balance was timely and
relevant with implementable strategies that could be
applied immediately. Attendees raved about Amy's
presentation and felt connected to her genuine spirit and
relatability to their struggle for balance. Amy was
personable, professional, and enthusiastic. We can't
wait to have her back again!" 
Cheryl Wood PTIO Conference Host

Keynotes and
Workshops

Each of Amy's topics can be presented in a keynote
setting or adapted to a workshop depending on
the needs of your group and event setting. 

In this talk, service-based small business owners will discover proven strategies to
consistently attract their ideal clients without breaking the bank. Having worked
with thousands of small business owners, Amy understands the challenges that
come with building a successful client attraction system. Her focus on organic lead
generation, marketing systems and knowing when and who to outsource to will
help your audience overcome the most common marketing pitfalls. During this
talk, she'll reveal the top five marketing mistakes that are costing your audience
time, money, and valuable leads, and provide actionable solutions to fix the
problems. Your audience will leave with practical tips and techniques to improve
their marketing and attract the clients they want and need to grow their
businesses. Don't miss this opportunity to take your marketing to the next level!

How to fix the five biggest problems in your
marketing (including budget)

When Women lead: 7 Principles of Feminine
Leadership

If your audience is service-based small business owners looking to scale
their sales without sacrificing their time or breaking the bank, this talk is
for you. "Scale Your Sales" is designed to provide small business owners
with the strategies, systems, and tools they need to create an intentional
customer journey that consistently converts leads into loyal clients. Amy
will show your clients/members how to develop standard operating
procedures and systems that support their sales process, making it
possible for them to take time off or focus on other aspects of their
business. They'll also learn how to build a sales team that delivers results
at a fraction of their competition's cost. With the insights and
techniques your audience will gain from this talk, they'll be able to
achieve the sales growth they desire while maintaining the freedom and
flexibility they need to enjoy their life outside of work.

Scale Your Sales

Scaling a company can be exciting and overwhelming for
women-owned small businesses. They want to grow their
business, but not at the expense of their sanity, self-care, or
personal relationships. In this talk, Amy will show why feminine
leadership is critical to building strong, sustainable companies
and how to shift from masculine leadership to building a culture
that supports and promotes feminine leadership. Her seven
powerful principles will help your audience lead with
authenticity, empathy, and inclusivity while demonstrating how
to build a team that shares the company's vision and values.
Audiences will leave this talk feeling inspired and empowered to
take their business to the next level while staying true to their
values and priorities.


